Workshare & Tikit P4W

Secure document
collaboration,
whenever you
need it

When you’re collaborating on documents use Workshare, integrated with Tikit P4W

Collaborate on content

Clean files of sensitive

Seamless integration

securely with 3rd parties

metadata before sharing

between leading solutions

Workshare is the leading provider of innovative, intelligent
software that enables professionals to collaborate on

Choose...

documents with other people. Colleagues in the same firm,

Secure file collaboration – Share folders and files securely

clients or other 3rd parties outside the organization and quickly

online with 3rd parties, and sync back new versions to P4W

and accurately move from first draft to final version.
Used widely by law firms and legal professionals around the
world, Workshare’s integration with Tikit Partner for Windows
(P4W) empowers secure document collaboration.

Accurate comparison – Compare two documents to produce an

accurate redline that shows changes by category
Fast metadata cleaning – Clean documents of potentially

sensitive metadata and keep an audit history of sharing activity

For the case management lifecycle
We have created a two-way integration between Workshare
and Tikit P4W to take documents through the entire case
management lifecycle.
Matter files can be shared seamlessly and securely with 3rd
parties from P4W through Workshare.
Before they are sent, files are cleaned of sensitive metadata
and an audit history of all activity related to each file is
maintained.
Using Workshare, you can collaborate confidently and
efficiently on even the most sensitive of documents. And, once

Creating documents
with other people
just got easier.
Workshare’s two-way integration with
P4W means you can securely

the review is complete, the final version is simply

collaborate on files when you need to,

synchronized back to P4W.

with whomever you need to.
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